Online Data Backup
for the education sector

Datahive™ for Education
Data is at the heart of every business and organisation
With more and more of our everyday activities being performed online, loss of data is a very
real and continual risk to organisations all over the World. Backing up your data should be one
of the most important considerations for your organisation.
Is your critical data backed up completely, separately and securely?
Do you have a Disaster Recovery Plan in place?
Would your data be recoverable from accidental or malicious loss?

We offer a simple, cost effective solution to protecting your data
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Our Cloud Backup Solution - Datahive™ for Education
Cloud backup, also known as online backup, offsite data backup or remote backup, is a method of
safeguarding your valuable data from loss. All files, folders, emails, databases, virtual machines and the
contents of an entire hard drive can be regularly and safely backed up via an internet connection, to
a remote and highly secure storage facility.
Datahive™ is a fully managed backup service which safeguards your files & emails from loss, theft or
corruption. Its simplicity, performance & encryption features deliver true peace of mind by protecting
against human error as well as nullify criminal activity.

Why work with VSL?
Simple

This backup service has been created
with the education sector in mind.

Secure

Our automated cloud, online backup
service secures your encrypted data
within our UK based, state-of-the-art
datacentres.

Affordable

Our solution ensures you only pay for
the storage you require. Discounts are
available on all our products for those
within the the education sector.

Why Datahive™?
At VSL we recognise that in the education sector it is crucial
for data to be kept securely encrypted and backed up yet
accessible, should you ever need it.
Backups with Datahive™ for Education are completely
automatic; your data is compressed, encrypted and then
securely transferred to VSL’s multiple UK data centres. The
transfer of your data is completed via a secure 256 bit SSL
(Secure Socket Layer) channel, which is applied whilst in flight
and at rest. This data is then stored securely off-site in state of
the art, ISO 27001 certified UK data centres.

As an educational establishment, you must ensure that your data is
backed up securely and offsite, complying to government legislation.
VSL offers the ideal solution!
Datahive™ for Education - How Does It Work?
Once the initial upload of data is completed, either via a secure network upload or encrypted seed
load, Datahive™ for Education will then only run incremental backups. This means that only data that
has changed since the previous backup job are uploaded. This greatly reduces the impact on valuable
bandwidth and increases the speed of the backup.
You have the flexibility to schedule your backup job
to run daily or, multiple times throughout the day,
whatever meets your needs.
With VSL you can feel confident in the knowledge that
all of your critical data is backed up across VSL’s secure
data centres. Having your data replicated across our
multiple sites, provides ultimate resilience – and peace
of mind!

DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE
FOR
EDUCATION
SECTOR

Visit our website for further information
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Features & Benefits

online data backup made simple

Secure

Unlimited UK Support

UK Data Centres

Scalable

Unlimited Backup & Restore

Money Back Guarantee

Initial Seed Load Service

Disaster Recovery

Datahive™ enforces 256bit AES encryption to
all data in flight and at rest for the education
sector. This encryption is maintained until the
unique account de-cryption key is applied,
ensuring maximum security.
All your data is backed up to state of the art,
award winning UK data centres. All are ISO
27001 accreditated, allowing your school to
comply with the latest legislation/guidelines.

Unlimited backups and, crucially, restores
which means you never receive unbudgeted
costs. Backups are automatic so no human
intervention is needed.

To ensure a usable backup is available in
the shortest possible time your data can be
transferred from a seed loaded drive directly
into the Datahive™ cloud storage.

All Datahive™ plans include unlimited email &
telephone support which means you can rely
on expert help and knowledge without the
fear of additional fees.

All Datahive™ plans are infinitely scalable.
Storage can be increased in seconds meaning
your backups continue uninterrupted as your
data requirement grows.

All Datahive™ plans are supported by a
money back guarantee, which means if the
service fails to deliver published standards
you are entitled to a refund.

If you have a complete data loss we are close
at hand to deliver in double quick time a
seeded drive with all of the replacement data
to a location of your choice.

No Additional Hardware Needed
No Human Intervention Needed
We Monitor All Backups
Cost Effective Auto Backup
Restore Your Data Easily
Cloud Management Console & Reporting
Completely Secure & UK Based
Money Back Guarantee
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